
In this role, I was responsible for the development
of new functionalities, along with the testing and
debugging phases, to enhance the application's
user experience. I focused on optimizing
performance and ensuring the stability of the
application, demonstrating proactivity in advising
on technical choices for the company.

Freelance React-Native Mission - Remote Work 

About Experience

CityScoot, October 2023 As a freelance developer specializing in
React Native and React, I have assisted
numerous clients with their projects. More
details are available on my website,
kevinbidet.me.

My role encompasses two main aspects:
development and providing technical
advice.

I am seeking freelance opportunities in a
company where I can be a significant
contributor and offer comprehensive
support.

KÉVIN
BIDET
React-Native &
React Developer

Contact
+33 6 19 79 11 28

pro.kevin.bidet@gmail.com

React-Native

Typescript

Next

Reanimated

Lottie

Git

Technologies

React

Javascript

Expo / Eas

Redux / Sagas

Jest / Cypress

Github / Gitlab

My intervention consisted of a detailed debugging
and refactoring to improve the application’s
maintainability and performance, as well as
unblocking the development at the stoppage of
the application.

Freelance React-Native Mission - Remote Work
Dev-Id, August 2023

On the Skwash project, I carried out minor
refactoring and optimized the mock-up in addition
to numerous animations. This work also included
refining the design and ergonomics of the
application, thereby reinforcing the visual and
functional coherence.

Freelance React-Native Mission - Remote Work
L'École de l'Internet, July 2023

I was actively involved in the development of key
functionalities, the implementation of rigorous
testing, and the refinement of technical aspects to
optimize response times.

Freelance React-Native Mission - Remote Work
Lapsus, February - May 2023

https://kevinbidet.me



Solo piloting of the development of the mobile
application, from conception to publication on the
stores. Close coordination with teams to efficiently
integrate new functionalities and ensure an
optimal user experience. Proactive in providing
technical advice on decisions for the company.

As a Lead Mobile Developer, I was responsible for
creating new functionalities and the integration of
navigation for the May-Santé application. I ensured
the transition of the codebase from JS to TS. A test
battery was created to guarantee fluidity and
quality. Animations and redesigns of the design
system were also implemented.

Freelance React-Native Mission - Hybrid
Reev, January - October 2023

Lead Developer Mobile - Remote Work
May Santé, 2021 - 2022

As a developer specializing in React and React
Native, I played a key role in the development of
mobile applications at Juloa. My work focused on
the elaboration of a codebase across mobile and
web platforms, ensuring coherence and efficiency
in development. I also conducted numerous tests
with Jest to ensure the quality and reliability of
applications.

Developer React & React-Native - Onsite
Juloa, 2020 - 2021

Mobile development within an experienced React
Native team. Active participation in the
development and functional improvements of the
itinerary and content of a map application, as well
as the application of mockups. The app was
published on the stores within six months.

Developer React-Native - Onsite
MountNpass, 2018 - 2019

Development of a mobile application and a Back-
Office, as well as site integration in React Native at
MyRookie. I executed the mockup integration and
key functionalities, all while working efficiently
remotely from abroad.

Freelance React-Native Mission - Remote Work
MyRookie, 2019 - 2021

French

English

Language
Korean

Spanish

Education

Master in 5 years with the title Expert in
Information Technologies

Epitech Toulouse, 2016 - 2021

International exchange program for one year
Chung-Ang University Seoul (South Korea)

2-year BTS in International Trade
Lycée Saint Joseph La Salle Auxerre, 2011 - 2013 

Expertise
Full transfer of a codebase from JS to TS

Installation and creation of End to End,

functional, and unit test batteries

Deep debugging of an Expo / AES

configuration

Navigation overhaul

Implementation of development and

production processes

Creation of animations

Technical advice in a small team setting

for company decision-making

Deployment on app stores

Loisir
Korean Culture

Sport (Combat - Bodybuilding)

Reading


